Herrin Coal Depth
CASS County

Map Explanation
The maps and digital products made available by the Illinois State Geological Survey (ISGS) are intended for general reference purposes only. They are based on the best available data and are not to be used for navigational, legal, engineering, or other purposes requiring precise data. The products may include erroneous data or be outdated. The ISGS accepts no liability for any use or misuse of its products.

Disclaimer
The Illinois State Geological Survey (ISGS) makes no guarantees or warranties, express or implied, concerning the accuracy or reliability of any data or information provided through its products. The ISGS shall not be liable for any damages of any kind resulting from the use of this product.
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Map Conditions
The data used in this map and used to create maps shown in downloadable PDF files is subject to the limitations of the data and varies from place to place. Present interpretations of the geology of the area and are based on available data.